Recently the majority show interest in connection with a number of merits to vertically-axial wind turbine type to Darrieus. It is possible to tell that age such wind energy installations of 25-30 years whereas others types wind turbine (sailing, propeller) have seriously started to study almost 1,5 centuries. The theory of these wind turbine with sufficient completeness are resulted in known E. M.Fateyev's monograph. In the present to article results of a theoretical substantiation for one of design kinds wind turbine are stated Darrieus -systems troposcino. This constructive form of the device to Darrieus becomes more and more popular. The general theory is constructed, almost all constructive and aerodynamic characteristics (linear speed, carrying power, front resistance are defined; wind power operating ratio; the moment of rotation of the turbine ) this device. Thus, attempt to put basic bases of the theory of devices to Darrieus of system troposcino is made. This report shows main theoretical principles of troposkino wind-turbine. Theoretically were determined dynamical characteristics of the wind-turbine, such as: rotation moment, power, useful wind energy coefficient and physical model of the plant. The theoretical results were compared with well-known experimental data.
Introduction
The form troposcino (see Fig. 1 ) is rather close to a parabola described by the equation Let's find total length of 2 blades. As it is known, the length 
Definition of aerodynamic characteristics wind turbine to Darrieus of system troposcino Let's find the moment of force developed two blade by the turbine to Darrieus, executed in a kind troposcino which at us is replaced by a parabola (2) . With that end in view we will define in the beginning components of a vector of speed of attack in the M point on the bent element of a wing of infinitesimal length System of co-ordinates it is located so that the direction of speed of a wind coincides with a direction of co-ordinate at, and a vertical axis of rotation wind turbine -with an axis z.
Method of research
Direction rotation wind turbine with some angular speed we will choose so that if to take a detached view of the turbine of a positive direction of an axis z, rotation will be counter-clockwise. We will consider instant position of blades developed concerning an axis х on a corner  (Fig. 1 see) . For simplification of the analysis (Fig. 2 see) we will choose three mutually perpendicular straight lines. 
Also gives value of speed of attack of an air stream in point М the answer an angle of attack it will be defined by expression . cos
From (5) and (6) it is easy to establish connection between an angle of attack and a blade angle of rotation:
The moment created tangential making carrying 
The decision (9) we will break into 2 separate problems
The first problem (10) dares simply enough. Addressing to (7), we will receive , cos sin 2 ) ( 2
Using the formula (2), we will receive the following: 
Let's address now to the second problem (11). If to take out from a bracket and to take into consideration (5) and (7) 
Before to pass to the further procedure of the decision (20), we will receive some additional parities and communications. First of all we will notice that in a case troposcino degree of rapidity of the turbine changes on height
And it brings serious difficulties in the decision of a problem (10). They can be overcome if to take into consideration that the basic contribution to resistance of the air environment to blade movement is brought by the central part troposcino. And it occupies about 85 % of length of the blade. Really, from (2) (23) In view of (21), (22) it is possible to express dependence through size of rapidity of elements of the turbine With that end in view we will remove the brackets and we will take out from under a root size 
The size estimation 
